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What is pay protection and why is it 
needed?

• From 01/04/2014 the Local Government Pension Scheme (LGPS) changed 
from a final salary scheme to a Career Average Revalued scheme (CARE)

• The way pension benefits are calculated from 01/04/2014 has changed so  
a reduction in pay affects the final salary and CARE parts of a members 
pension in different ways

• Any member with pre 2014 membership has final salary benefits



What is pay protection and why is it 
needed?

• Final salary benefits are calculated when a member leaves and are not 
calculated like CARE benefits on a continual basis

• If a member leaves or retires within 10 years of taking a drop in pay we can 
use different pay periods to calculate their final pay

• Final pay to calculate a members benefits is normally the pensionable pay 
earned in the year up to leaving (full time equivalent if a member is part 
time)



LGPS (Benefits, Membership & 
Contributions) Regulations 2007

Final pay: general

Regulation 8

(1) on ceasing a period of active membership in an employment, a member’s final pay is that member’s 
pensionable pay for as much of the final pay period as the member is entitled to count as active membership, 
whether this was accrued with the current or a previous employing authority, but excluding pensionable pay 
from membership in a concurrent employment, or concurrent employments

(2) A member’s final pay period is the year ending with the day on which he stops being an active member or, 
if that would produce a higher figure, either of the two immediately preceding years

(3) In the case of part-time employment, the final pay is the pay that would have been paid for a single 
comparable whole-time employment

(4) Any reduction or suspension of a member’s pensionable pay during the final pay period because of his 
absence from work owing to illness or injury is disregarded



Pay protection 

• Members who have membership before 01/04/2014 can have their final pay 
protected if they have a pay cut or it is restricted

• This protection continues to apply even where the pay cut or restriction       
happens after 01/04/2014

• There is no protection for a members cumulative pensionable pay (CPP)



Reduction in pay

• An employer or member can initiate a reduction in pay protection

• Employer - restructure

• Member - moving to a lower graded post

• You will need to fill in the reduction in pay form (RIPnot) which is on the employer 
website

• It doesn’t apply on ‘second’ retirement following flexible retirement



Member had a reduction in pay Employer action needed

They have voluntarily taken a lower paid job with the same employer* and there 
is no break between the posts

Fill in form RIPnot to confirm the effective date of pay reduction and send it to us

They have voluntarily taken a job with less responsibility with the same employer* 
and there is no break between the posts

Fill in form RIPnot to confirm the effective date of pay reduction and send it to us

The employer has had to ask the member to accept a lower paid job and there is 
no break between the posts

Fill in form RIPnot to confirm the effective date of pay reduction and send it to us

The employer has had to ask the member to accept a job with less responsibility 
and there is no break between the posts

Fill in form RIPnot to confirm the effective date of pay reduction and send it to us

The member is continuing to do the same job but their pay is reduced or 
restricted because of a pay evaluation/single status exercise within the organisation

Fill in form RIPnot to confirm the effective date of pay reduction and send it to us

The member is returning to their permanent substantive post and they were 
previously working in an acting up capacity or receiving an honorarium for this

type of situation

The member is not entitled to pay protection under the LGPS Regulations. The employer can choose 
to fill in a leaver notification stating the date of leaving as the day before the effective date 

of pay reduction and start a new pension record for the day after.  We will then split 
the member’s benefits at the date of reduction to protect the accrued benefits.  The member will

be given the option to link their records together with the standard 12 month deadline 
(unless the employer agrees to extend it)

*If a member has been involved in a TUPE transfer between LGPS employers this is not 
regarded as a change of employer for pay protection purposes
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Meet Jane

She left her job on 30 September 2020

The pay used to calculate her final salary benefits is -

01/10/2019 to 30/09/2020 = £17,250
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Meet Jane

She left her job on 30 September 2020

The pay used to calculate her final salary benefits is -

01/10/2019 to 30/09/2020 = £17,250

Her previous 2 anniversary years are:

01/10/2018 to 30/09/2019 = £16,470

01/10/2017 to 30/09/2018 = £15,660

Her final year is therefore her highest year to calculate her pension



Reduction in pay

However, Jane had a job evaluation in 2015/16 and her job 

was re-graded and she suffered a reduction in pay



Jane’s pensionable pay
Year to Pay (full time equivalent if part time)

01/04/2019 to 31/03/2020 £16920

01/04/2018 to 31/03/2019 £16020

01/04/2017 to 31/03/2018 £15300

01/04/2016 to 31/03/2017 £14760

01/04/2015 to 31/03/2016 £14247

01/04/2014 to 31/03/2015 £17850

01/04/2013 to 31/03/2014 £16764

01/04/2012 to 31/03/2013 £15981

01/04/2011 to 31/03/2012 £15183

01/04/2010 to 31/03/2011 £14418

01/04/2009 to 31/03/2010 £13890

01/04/2008 to 31/03/2009 £13290

01/04/2007 to 31/03/2008 £12750
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What is the protection

• Best of the last 3 years ending on the anniversary of leaving

or

• Best average of 3 consecutive years ending in the last 10 years
• Pensionable pay from 01/04/20xx to 31/03/20xx

Note: You need access to the last 13 years pay information



Averaging pay for 3 consecutive years

3 year periods Averages Pension Increase Revised values

01/04/2017 to 31/03/2020 £16080 £16080

01/04/2016 to 31/03/2019 £15360 1.55% £15598.08

01/04/2015 to 31/03/2018 £14769 4.54% £15439.51

01/04/2014 to 31/03/2017 £15619 6.89% £16695.15

01/04/2013 to 31/03/2016 £16287 8.70% £17703.97

01/04/2012 to 31/03/2015 £16865 11.43% £18792.67

01/04/2011 to 31/03/2014 £15976 13.86% £18190.27

01/04/2010 to 31/03/2013 £15194 16.32% £17673.66

01/04/2009 to 31/03/2012 £14497 20.27% £17435.54

01/04/2008 to 31/03/2011 £13866 23.69% £17150.86

01/04/2007 to 31/03/2010 £13310 27.41% £16958.27
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Calculating final salary benefits

So to calculate Jane’s final salary benefits we would use the yearly                                    
average pensionable pay earned in the period 01/04/2012 to 31/03/2015

£16865 x length of membership to 31/03/2014 = annual pension x 11.43% 



Meet John
John left employment on 30/06/2020 and has pre 2014 membership, 
his final pay to calculate his final salary benefits is:

• 01/07/2019 to 30/06/2020 = £21,500

However, John had been acting up on a higher rate of pay in the last 3 
years and returned to his substantive role before he left

He isn’t protected like Jane but as the employer you would look at his 
preceding 2 years to see if either of these were higher, this is known as 
‘the best of the last three years’ rule’
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Date of reduction in salary  - 01/07/2018
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Final pay earned 01/07/2019 to 30/06/2020 = £21,500

Final pay earned 01/07/2018 to 30/06/2019 = £21,000
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As John is leaving employment within 2 years of the reduction the best 
of the last 3 years’ rule would have full effect and we would use 
£26,000 to calculate his final salary benefits



The best of the last three years’ rule

If John was to leave on 31/12/2020 (2 ½ years after the reduction) the 
final pay would be for the periods:

01/01/2020 to 31/12/2020
01/01/2019 to 31/12/2019
01/01/2018 to 31/12/2018

John would only have 6 months of his higher pay that falls within the final 3 
years (01/01/2018 to 30/06/2018)

If John was to leave the scheme on or after 30/06/2021 i.e. 3 years  
after the reduction, the ‘best’ of the last 3 year rule would not offer 
any protection



Further reading

Check out the Pay factsheet for employers

Also refer to the LGA Payroll and HR guides 
www.lgpsregs.org

http://www.lgpsregs.org/


Support is available now

Please contact your Pension Fund Representative (PFR) if you would like to 
discuss any members who have been affected by a reduction in pay



The end

Thank you for joining us


